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Investigation Recording 2019-131
Date: October 18, 2019 (+86-85186774135)
Subject(s): Doctor Chen, Kidney Transplant, the Affiliated Hospital, Guizhou Medical
University
Summary
1.
The client himself must come to our hospital for advice. No consultation over the
phone!
2.
Investigator: How much does the kidney source cost for one transplant?
Doctor Chen: You need to come over here for consultation. No talking about this matter
over the phone!
3.
Investigator: No talking about that over the phone?
Doctor Chen: Got my point? Exactly!
4.
“Come to consult on the 17th floor of the Inpatient Service Unit…the Third
Inpatient Service Unit, with your records.
Translation
Investigator: Hello?
Doctor Chen: Hello?
Investigator: Hi, Doc! Well, I was recommended to come to your hospital by one of my
former classmates, who said your hospital—the Affiliated Hospital of Guizhou Medical
University—is good at kidney transplants. So, I want to inquire about my husband’s case.
He wants a kidney transplant. Right now, may I ask who…or just ask you for
consultation?
Doctor Chen: The patient himself must come to our hospital for consultation. No
consultation over the phone.
Investigator: No consultation over the phone? All right. Then I’d like to ask you briefly.
Because right now my husband and I are stuck in Zunyi city. Shall I bring him over for

consultation or just bring over his medical records…his materials?
Doctor Chen: Well, better bring over all his information.
Investigator: We’ll bring over all his records. Must the patient come over in person?
Doctor Chen: Definitely, the patient must come over in person.
Investigator: He must come over in person, right? Then, if we come…if he comes over to
your hospital, can he get hospitalized? Can he?
Doctor Chen: That depends!
Investigator: That depends…then based on the examinations done here, it was found out
that he meets all requirements for a kidney transplant…if it’s doable, he will then be able
to wait in your hospital, right?
Doctor Chen: Well, this can only be decided, when we see the patient and his (medical)
records, okay?
Investigator: Oh. No decision will be made until you see the patient in person, right?
Then, if we meet the usual requirements, because we’re facing an urgent situation,
planning a trip to whichever hospital can offer us the quickest admission…I’d like to ask,
if all requirements are satisfied, what’s your usual wait time for the operation…for the
kidney source?
Doctor Chen: Hard to say. You need to come over for information. Then I myself will tell
you in person, okay?
Investigator: Because…because I’m…I’m…I’m his family member. I’m his wife.
Doctor Chen: I know. Hard to clarify over the phone. You need to let the patient come
over himself, with his previous test reports, okay?
Investigator: Ah. Then I’d like to ask you: in your hospital, how much does the kidney
source cost for one transplant, generally speaking?
Doctor Chen: You need to come over here for consultation. No talking about this matter
over the phone, alright?
Investigator: No talking about that over the phone?
Doctor Chen: Got my point? Exactly.
Investigator: Ah, no talking over the phone, right??

Doctor Chen: No. That’s it.
Investigator: So, when I go to see you…the doctor, which doctor should I consult with?
Doctor Chen: Come…come to consult on the 17th floor of the Inpatient Department…the
Third Inpatient Service Unit, with your records, okay?
Investigator: The 17th floor, right?
Doctor Chen: Exactly. The 17th floor, the Third Inpatient Service Unit, with your records
for assessment and review.
Investigator: Which doctor should I turn to?
Doctor Chen: There’re always doctors available on duty. Always.
Investigator: Ah, alright. May I have your surname, please?
Doctor Chen: My surname is Chen.
Investigator: Ah, perfect. Then I can just come over to see Doctor Chen. Is that so?
Doctor Chen: Just come here to see a doctor. They will always be doctors in our office.
Just come.
Investigator: Ah, alright. I see now. Thank you so much.

